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Bernice Harris tapped for PTK Distinguished
Administrator Award
Vice President
of Instruction
Bernice Harris
will receive a

Distinguished Administrator
Award on April 9 at the Phi
Theta Kappa 92nd annual
convention in Orlando, Fla.
Nominated by their local
Phi Theta Kappa chapters,
recipients are selected for this
award based on outstanding
support provided Phi Theta
Kappa over the years.

“Bernice Harris has been
frequently active in Phi Theta
Kappa events,” the CCA
nomination reports. “She has
been supportive of (the Alpha
Pi Pi) chapter for many years.”
Written and submitted by
CCA chapter president Hanh
Hoang, the nomination states
that Harris “provides insight
and advice for inductees and
provides suggestions and
guidance in Phi Theta Kappa
events and matters. She
recognizes student success,
provides encouraging words,
and inspires greatness.” One

key way Harris has encouraged
student success, Hoang
writes, is her initiation of the
Honors Program at the college.
Introduced to the concept by
a student, Harris “immediately
took action to implement an
honors program that would
challenge exceptional students
and recognize their effort
and academic excellence.”
The Honors Program, she
adds, “supports student
success by promoting hard
work, commitment, and
critical thinking.”
Nominees for this award have

served in their position for
at least two years. Up to 25
Distinguished Administrator
Awards may be presented
each year, and a college
administrator may receive this
award only once.

Sandra Gabrych named CCA’s faculty member
of the year
Students have
presented
faculty member

Sandra Gabrych with their
version of the Oscar,
nominating her for the 2010
CCA faculty member of the
year. Gabrych was honored
with the award at a Feb.
10 event sponsored by the
Colorado Community College
System. Assistant professor and
program coordinator for the
Colorado Film School, Gabrych
was appointed to the faculty in
2007.
Students are wholeheartedly
enthusiastic about Gabrych;
they say she expects excellence

as their own work,” one
student observes. “She
gives us the tools we will
need in the professional
world.” Her protégés attest
to the fact that she pushes
them to achieve at the
highest level “so that we
are ready for the pitfalls
From left: Dr. Nancy McCallin, president of CCCS,
that await us in the film
CCA faculty member Sandra Gabrych,
industry.”
Dr. Linda Bowman, president of CCA, and SBCCOE
Gabrych’s teaching and
listening skills, and her
dedication to students,
are a recurring theme. “One
thing is for sure,” one student
writes. “Prof. Gabrych is always
there for the students, and
she always cares.” Another:
“She wants the best for her
students; this is evidenced not

Board Chair Bernadette Marquez.

from each one of them, and
that she treats everyone equally
and with respect. “Sandra’s
classrooms are an intellectual
playground, where students
are driven to examine not only
the work of professionals, but
the work of their peers as well

by what she says, but what
she does.” Another reports:
“A good person who has the
opportunity to spend time with
her becomes a great person;
she has that effect.”
Gabrych holds a bachelor’s
degree in communications
from Bradley University
and an MFA in film/television producing from
Chapman University.
Published by:
College Communications
Contact:
Sarah Pretzer 303-360-4728
Sarah.Pretzer@ccaurora.edu
www.CCAurora.edu/news/events

Phi Theta Kappa names two CCA students to All-Colorado
Academic Team
Two CCA
student leaders
have been
named to the Phi Theta
Kappa All-Colorado
Academic Team and will
be honored at a March 10
luncheon in Denver.

Hanh Hoang and Galina Shamis
will join 27 of their peers from
community colleges around the
state at the event, which will be
held at the Grand Hyatt Denver.
According to Phi Theta Kappa,
ranking on the All-State teams
is generally determined by the
student’s score in the national
competition for the All-USA
Community College Academic
Team. Phi Theta Kappa is the
largest honor society in higher
education with 1,250 chapters
on college campuses in all 50

of the United
States and
around the
world.
Hoang last year
was named
a Phi Theta
Kappa Leader
of Promise,
one of only
30 students
in the entire
organization
to be selected
for the honor.
President of
the college’s
Phi Theta
Kappa chapter,
Hoang will
graduate this
summer with
an associate of
science degree.

She volunteers for
the CCA Student
Food Bank, the High
Line Canal Cleanup,
and the 9Health
Fair. She works full
time and maintains
a near-perfect
GPA, making the
President’s List for
fall 2009.
Hanh Hoang

A native of Latvia,
Shamis’ young
life changed
as the country
moved toward
independence from
the Soviet Union.
Her family moved
to Israel, where
Shamis finished high
school, served in
the Israeli Army, met
her future husband,

and started college. She had
two daughters and came three
classes shy of finishing a degree.
The political atmosphere led
her family to move to America,
where Shamis studied English
as a second language at
CCA and now is pursuing an
associate degree in accounting.
At CCA, Shamis is president
of the International Student
Association and treasurer of Phi
Theta Kappa.
All-State Team members will
receive special recognition
at the upcoming ceremony,
including medallions and
certificates, and honorees
may receive stipends and
scholarships. This year marks
the 20th anniversary of the
All-USA Community College
Academic Team.

Galina Shamis

CCA spring production of Anon(ymous) kicks off
March 18
playwright Naomi Iizuka,
will be performed as the
college’s spring production
beginning March 18 and
running through March 27.

The production is directed by
CCA Theatre Director Stacey
D’Angelo; Colleen Mylott serves
as assistant director.
Playwright Iizuka has received
numerous awards and
fellowships for her work and is
working on commissions from
theaters around the country,
including the Kennedy Center.
She has taught playwriting
at the University of Iowa and
the University of Texas, Austin,
and currently teaches at the

University of California,
Santa Barbara.
The March 18 opening night will
feature a 7:30 p.m. performance,
followed by a community
dialogue immediately after.
Panelists will include Joe
Wismann-Horther, director
of the Supporting Immigrant
and Refugee Families Initiative
Project, and Leigh Fondakowski,
member of Tectonic Theatre
Project and head writer of
“The Laramie Project.” A 7:30
performance on March 25
will be followed by a second
community dialogue, this time
led by George Bamu, founder
of Africa Agenda and member
of Integrating Aurora and
Refugee Network.
The play’s world premiere was
in 2006 in Minneapolis, where

reviewer Dominic P. Papatola of
the St. Paul Pioneer Press wrote:
“Anon(ymous) is [a] stunning
retelling of epic quest.” The
plot: Separated from his
mother, Anon, a present day
refugee, journeys through the
United States, encountering a
wide variety of people – some
kind, some dangerous and cruel.
As he searches for his family,
Anon must navigate through
a chaotic, ever-changing
landscape. This performance
explores immigrant experiences,
cross-cultural encounters, and
the shifting meaning of home.

Photo by: Mark Smith

“Anon(ymous),”
written by
contemporary

The cast of the college’s
production comprises 22
CCA students. Greg Loftus is
technical director, and students
are working on the sets,
costumes, props, and lighting.

The cast of Anon(ymous) rehearses for
its upcoming performances.

Performances will be in the
Larry D. Carter Theater in the
Fine Arts Building, 16000
E. CentreTech Parkway.
Performances are 7:30 p.m. on
March 18, 19, and 20, and March
25, 26, and 27.
Tickets are available for presale
and at the door. General
admission is $10, student
admission $7, and CCA students
may attend for free.

Student participation encouraged in
upcoming graduation
The 2010 CCA
commencement
will be held at
11 a.m. on May 8 at
the Arapahoe County
Fairgrounds Event Center,
and event organizers want
graduating students to
celebrate their achievements
by participating in one of the
most important days of their
lives.

Students who have completed
graduation requirements and
application for summer 2009,
fall 2009, and spring 2010 will
receive a letter of invitation
to walk in the ceremony by
the second week of March.

College officials say there is a
new emphasis on graduation
participation. Formed in
June 2009, the Graduation
Committee works to ensure
that students are aware of
their eligibility for graduation,
promote graduation
application completion, and
encourage active participation
in the commencement
ceremony.
Chaired by Janice Davis of
Enrollment Services, the
committee has planned and
completed several initiatives,
including developing a Getting
Finished Checklist detailing
the graduation process and
updating the CCA Graduation

Application, accessed on the
CCA website. The revised form
is required for graduation,
simple to complete, and
free of charge to all student
applicants. The committee
also has introduced Degree
Check, where students can
track their academic progress.
The program is easily accessed
and allows each student to
create a personal degree audit.
The student is able to track
individual progress through
graduation.
The committee also is
promoting the Graduation
Semester Scholarship for
students who have applied
for graduation and are in their

final semester of an associate
degree program of study.
Additionally, members of the
committee have initiated a
graduation survey to collect
student feedback on the CCA
experience.
Ongoing will be promotion of
graduation via New Student
Orientation, the CCA website,
fliers, and display tables at
various events.
Students with questions about
graduation should contact
enrollment services at 303-3604797. For questions regarding
the ceremony, students may
contact Valerie Sangiuliano at
303-360-4704.

CCA introduces Facebook, YouTube, Twitter sites
CCA now offers
a presence on
three of the top
“social media” sites: http://
www.facebook.com/
ccaurora, http://www.
youtube.com/ccaurora,
and https://twitter.com/
ccaurora.
With the goal of building a
following of current students,
potential students, and
members of the community,
the CCA Facebook page
features photo highlights of
the college and its students
and programs. The YouTube
Channel, still in development,

will offer a cross-section of the
college’s offerings in a high
quality, visual format. While still
in its early stages, the Twitter
feed will feature daily “tweets”
about what’s happening at
both the CentreTech and Lowry
campuses.
All three sites have been
designed to complement the
new, soon-to-be-launched
CCAurora.edu.
Liz VanLandingham, director
of communications and
marketing, asks that faculty
and staff who want to use the
sites for marketing purposes
submit their ideas to the Office
of College Communications.

“We are sensitive to the
departments who want to use
social media as a marketing
tool; however, to be successful
in this media, we need to
adhere to the norms of social
media networking,” she
explains. “Social media experts
advise against using this as
a place to promote collegedriven content rather than
engaging conversations and
student-generated interest
and participation. “The College
Communications staff has
a variety of ways to market
the events and programs at
the college including: press
releases, news articles, the web
site, Channel 54, and traditional

forms of advertising.
A college-wide policy for
internal use of social media is in
the works, and a social media
committee will be convened
to help discern the content,
quality, engagement, and
success of CCA’s social media.
As of March 8, the college’s
Facebook page had 146 fans
and counting…
“Become a fan now and see
why we are growing so quickly,”
VanLandingham says. She
encourages all staff and faculty
to become fans, participate in
the discussions, and spread the
word about CCA’s social
media sites.

CCA partners with Original Aurora to sponsor Higher
Education for Refugees Workshop
Imagine the
obstacles
you’d have

Intercultural
Learning, Jewish
Family Service,
and the Denver
Scholarships
to overcome. Moving to the
Program. Topics
United States, in even the
focused on how
best of circumstances,
to access higher
could be a whirlwind of
education,
language barriers, cultural
including
barriers, shattered or exceeded
how to get
expectations, and confusion over financial aid and
common basic activities such
scholarships;
as using American currency or
different
Chris Ward, Executive Director for The Aurora Language Center
public transportation.
kinds of
and Grants and Planning, addresses participants at the Feb. 6
colleges
higher education workshop for refugees.
In an effort to reach out to
and schools;
area refugees, CCA recently
information
Robley Welliver, Allison Cepello,
partnered with the Original
Leigh Bessey, Diane Postell, and
Aurora Community Integration on how to prepare for college
while
in
high
school;
and
how
Chris Tombari, all
Collaborative and the Colorado
to
choose
a
school.
Participants
of CCA.
Refugee Services Program to
also
were
advised
of
potential
sponsor the Refugee for Higher
Tombari, an organizer of the
scams targeting vulnerable
Education Workshop.
program along with Director
populations seeking to continue
of Strategic Partnerships
The Feb. 6 event was a towntheir education.
Shelley Wood, described three
hall style meeting open to
Held in the Center for Simulation, memorable moments. “One
refugee high school students
the gathering offered a welcome was when Robley (Welliver)
and refugee parents, as well as
explained how to take college
any refugee adult thinking about from Executive Director of the
Aurora
Language
Center
and
classes while in high school,” he
going to college. More than 70
Grants
&
Planning
Chris
Ward
said. “People didn’t realize that
people were in attendance.
and featured a series of panelists this important option is available
Participants heard from
that included Yessica Holguin of to them. Tombari added that
presenters representing CCA,
South High School, Drucie Bathin attendees also were relieved
the Colorado Refugee Services
of the Spring institute, and
to learn that it’s not necessary
Program, Spring Institute for

to have perfect English to start
college—that one can work to
improve speaking and writing
skills in English as a Second
Language classes while in
college.
He also pointed out that
“people were amazed at the
career support that you can
get” from professionals such as
Leigh Bessey, CCA’s director of
Recruiting and Career Services.
“There are people who can point
you in the right direction,” he
explained.
Tombari expressed his hope
that this kind of seminar can
be offered again to this unique
population. “We gave them a lot
of information in a short time,
but they left knowing what
questions to ask and how to
contact us if they need more
answers,” he said.
He added that the morning
was rewarding for all involved.
“Given the diversity of attendees,
we were presenting amidst
a cacophony of multiple
interpreters. It was dynamic and
alive, and it was very much give
and take. Our attendees were
real troupers.”

Transition Fair draws from throughout community
The annual Arapahoe Transition
Fair was held in the Student
Centre Rotunda on Feb. 2, and
the participation of more than
40 vendors and 130 attendees
made the event a success,
according to organizers.

pleased at the extent of the
involvement. “Our goal was to
provide information to students
with disabilities and their families
to assist them in planning for
the future,” Jones said. “We had
50 participants from Cherry
Creek Schools, more than 40
CCA Accessibility Services Office
from Aurora Public Schools, and
Director Reniece Jones was
numerous others from Littleton

Public Schools, Douglas County
Schools, and other community
agencies.”

community services, recreation
services, mental health services,
county health services, advocacy
services, social security,
transportation, and vocational
rehabilitation.

Information booths offering
options to people with
disabilities highlighted the fair.
Attendees had the opportunity The event was sponsored by the
to learn about Colorado colleges Arapahoe County Interagency
and their disability services, adult Transition Task Force.

Leaf blowers and pinto beans: Math Day gets girls
thinking about their futures
A Raytheon
engineer, a
University

of Northern Colorado
professor, and a Channel 9
meteorologist – plus an
intriguing hands-on experiment
– made the third annual Math
Day for Girls a roaring success.
This year’s event, held in the
Fine Arts Building Forum
on Feb. 12, was titled “Maps,
Weather, and Satellites.”
The day kicked off with a
presentation by Dr. Cathleen
Craviotto, assistant professor
in mathematical sciences at
the University of Northern
Colorado, who made geometry
fun and accessible by applying
it to flat and spherical versions
of planet Earth.
High school students from
throughout Aurora and Denver
also heard about career choices
that emphasize math from
J’ne Day-Lucore, a software
and systems engineer with
Raytheon, and KUSA-TV/9 News

Thank you
CCAF
donors

meteorologist Becky Ditchfield.
The highlight of the day: the
construction and testing
of hand-built structures to
determine their strength
against rain, hail, and tornadoforce winds – in this case, liquid
from a watering can, a cupful
of pinto beans poured from
above, and the blasts of air from
a leaf blower.
The students formed teams,
gathered supplies of straws,
popsicle sticks, glue, twisty
ties, and tape, and set about
constructing miniature houses
to determine their ability to
withstand the “storm.”

Nearly 100 girls from throughout Aurora and Denver
participated in Math Day for Girls on Feb. 12. They heard from
three professional women, including Channel 9 meteorologist
Becky Ditchfield, pictured here, and built a structure to test its
strength against wind, hail, and water.

When asked for their opinions
at the end of the day, the girls
were enthusiastic. “I’m going
to look more into the options
math offers me,” one participant
declared. Another: “It made
me see that math and science
(are) needed to get further in
whatever career I decide to
(pursue),” she said. And: The day
“really motivated me to look
deeper into my career choice.”

From left: Diana Whye, executive director of the
Community College of Aurora Foundation, with Diane
Garcia, CCAF board president; Linda Bowman, CCA
president; and Brad Pierce, CCAF board vice president.

Contributors to the CCA Foundation enjoy a musical
performance by student Eran Bemergi at the reception.

The Community College of Aurora Foundation held a donor thank you reception on Jan. 29 in
the Larry D. Carter Theater on the CentreTech campus. This special event is held each year to
recognize and thank donors for their support of CCA.

From left: state Sen. Suzanne Williams, state Rep. Nancy
Todd, Piton Foundation Communications Director Diane
DiGiacomo, state Rep. Karen Middleton, state Rep. Su
Ryden, and CCA President Linda Bowman at the Tax Help
Colorado site on Feb. 20.

From left: Cathy Neil of Aurora and Amy Braford of Parker,
volunteers with the Tax Help Colorado program at the
Community College of Aurora, assist Gwenette C. Miller of
Aurora with her 2009 taxes. Neil studied at CCA to become
accredited and certified by the IRS to run an online tax site.

Early results of the program are outstanding: In the first three weeks of the program, from Jan. 30 to Feb. 19,
499 returns were filed and nearly $1.4 million in refunds are expected for families qualifying for the program.
That’s more than was returned during all of last year’s program, which ran for five weeks. Tax Help Colorado
is located on the Lowry campus and runs Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 9 p.m. through March 17 and
Saturdays 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. through March 20. The service is a program of the Piton Foundation.

Seen
Around
Campus

On Jan. 31, John Adams—the second president of the United
States—went on “trial” at CCA for his part in the passage of The Alien
and Sedition Acts of 1798. CCA faculty and staff, along with other
community members, participated in the event in conjunction with
the John Adams Unbound exhibit recently on display at the Aurora
History Museum. Here, Tim Wilkerson, College Pathways Coordinator
for CCA, reenacts the role of bailiff to keep the peace during the trial.

Author and journalist Ethan Casey spent the
day of Feb. 10 in Aurora visiting CCA classes
and giving a presentation at the Aurora Public
Library. Casey shared perceptions from his years
of living and working in Pakistan. His visit to
CCA was part of the college’s effort to globalize
its curriculum and create a greater awareness of
the global community in which we live.

Pictured here, Laffrey Witbrod, head
lab manager at the Colorado Film
School, showcases the equipment
students use while making movies.
On Jan. 29, approximately 20
students from Gateway High School
in Aurora attended an Xcel Energy
Foundation Camp and toured some
of the programs offered at the Lowry
campus. After visiting the film school,
students heard from Renewable
Energy Program Coordinator Phil
Myers, who led a spirited discussion
on the benefits of solar power. Participants in the camp also got an
overview of careers in art and new media design and discovered
the dual enrollment options that are available to them thanks to a
partnership between Aurora Public Schools and CCA.

CCA
News
Briefs

the Fine Arts Building Forum. Dr.
Ellingson will present “Dark Matter
Dr. Matt Gianneschi, who was honand Dark Energy: Discovering an
ored by the Colorado Association
Invisible Universe.” The event is
of Career and Technical Adminfree and open to the public. The
istrators (CACTA) as one of four
leaders “who have had a profound observatory will be open following
impact on Colorado public school the lecture.
and college CTE students.” Dr.
Ellingson is a professor of
Janna Oakes, CACTA president,
astrophysics and planetary scinoted: “As Gov. Bill Ritter’s top
staff advisor on education issues, ences at CU and a researcher in the
Center for Astrophysics and Space
he was a key leader in CAP4K
Astronomy. Among many teaching
(Colorado Achievement Plan
and research achievements, she
for Kids). (He) rarely missed an
opportunity to address attendees has written, produced and preat statewide CTE events, ensuring sented several planetarium shows
at CU’s Fiske Planetarium, covering
an upbeat perspective on even
the most complex educational
research on topics including dark
issues. Gianneschi was the primary matter, dark energy, and galaxy
staff coordinator of Ritter’s P-20
evolution.
Council, and has been active in
several educational funding isCFS earns recognition
sues.” Gianneschi was named vice
in national magazine
president of student services and
enrollment management at CCA in In an article titled “Film School
Confidential,” the December
November.
2009 edition of ICG magazine has
named the Colorado Film School
Sherlin Lecture to be
as one of the “seven best-kept
held April 9
secrets” in cinema education in
the nation. “Some (colleges) are
Dr. Erica Ellingson of the Unialready demanding the industry
versity of Colorado-Boulder will
deliver the spring Sherlin Lecture take notice, while others, like
Colorado Film School . . . prefer to
on Friday, April 9, at 7:30 p.m. in
Kudos to...

•••

•••

CCA
Events

remain under the radar protecting
what makes their programs so
unique,” the article reports. The
monthly magazine is published
by the International Cinematographers Guild.

•••
CCA accomplishments
in bioscience education
noted in national study
CCA work in bioscience education
is noted twice in the state report
on Colorado that accompanies
“Taking the Pulse of Biosience
Education in America: A State-byState Analysis.” The 2009 report
was funded and researched by
BIO (the biotechnology industry
organization), Battelle, and
the Biotechnology Institute. It
provides the first-ever comprehensive study of middle and high
school bioscience education in
the 50 states, Puerto Rico, and the
District of Columbia. The Colorado
section describes CCA’s work with
high school teachers (page 2)
and the college’s collaboration in
Aurora Lights (page 3). To access
the information, see the Colorado
report following the link to the
main report at http://www.bio.
org/local/battelle2009/main.asp\

•••

CCA “Green” tip
of the month
Don’t forget to recycle when
possible! CCA makes recycling
bins available on both the
CentreTech and Lowry campuses.
What can be recycled in CCA’s
single stream recycling program?
See the signs next to the trash
and recycling bins that are situated around each campus. Items
that may be recycled include
glass and plastic bottles, aluminum and tin cans, white and
colored office paper, newspaper,
books and magazine, phone
books, and more.

“Emergency
Planning” tip of
the month
Faculty and staff should be sure
to keep the following phone
numbers at hand in case of
emergency: For life-threatening
emergencies, call 911. CentreTech Security: 303-360-4727.
Lowry Security: 303-419-5557.
Emergency Facility Request,
CTC: 303-360-4727. Emergency
Facility Request, LC: 303-4195557. Facilities Director:
303-360-4754. IT Help Desk:
303-340-7539.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY CELEBRATION AND SAFE SPRING BREAK. March 17, 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. Student Centre Rotunda, CTC campus.
WOMEN’S HISTORY LUNCHEON. March 24, 11a.m. – 1 p.m. at Student Centre Rotunda, CentreTech campus.
MINDSCAPES: THE AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY OF ADRIEL HELSEY. Through April 18. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesdays through

City of
Aurora
Events

Fridays; 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays, Aurora History Museum, 15051 E. Alameda Parkway. Experience the landscape
of the American Southwest. Admission is free. 303-739-6666 for more information.
CARTOONS! FREE CHILDREN’S CONCERT. March 13, 4 p.m., Simchat Torah Beit Midrash (STBM), 19697 E. Smoky Hill Road. Join

the Aurora Symphony Orchestra and Shoestring Children’s Theatre Company as your favorite childhood music is brought to life.
Admission is free. 303-873-6622 for more information.
CARTOONS IN CONCERT. March 27, 7:30 p.m., STBM, 19697 E. Smoky Hill Road. The ASO performs original music from your favorite

cartoons. Tickets are $12 ($9 students/seniors), and are available in advance by phone or online or at the door. 303-873-6622 for
more information.
JERRY BARLOW, CELTIC GUITAR. March 14, 2:30 to 4 p.m., Aurora History Museum. Celtic-inspired compositions and traditional

music. Call 303-326-8650 to register in advance. $5 ($4 Aurora residents). 303-739-6666 for more information.
For more events, see www.auroragov.org.

